
Ride Tecs Women's 
Brown Casual Moc 
Tumbled Leather 

Slip On Shoes                            
RideTecs boots are both functional 

and stylish, providing technologically 

advanced footwear in a unique design 

for the equestrian enthusiast. These 

women's full-grain         tumbled leather shoes feature a removable insole, back pull tab, and man 

made lining. These shoes would make a fashionable and comfortable addition to your everyday 

footwear collection!  • Full-Grain Tumbled Leather • Removable Insole • Back Pull 

Tab  REG$99.99  OVER 60% OFF  Anniversary Sale $39.99 

Bridle Path Tack Shop                                                           

1344B Hwy 37 North                                                             

Corbyville, On, K0K 1V0 

Belleville, 613 477 1515           

Kingston 613 548 8218                      

1 888 825 1831 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
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PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. 

 

FREE                                

Roma              

Equestrian                  

Helmet Bag                       

with any Helmet                

Purchase  over $50.00                                     

While supplies Last 

$19.99 Value 

 

 Kerrits Heads Up 
Long Sleeve Tee 

Savor the comfort of cotton 
while showing your affinity 

for horses with a fun,           
feminine shirt contoured to 

flatter your figure but      
relaxed enough for casual 

wear. Cut to the hip, it 
layers perfectly with your 
favorite tights or breeches 
and comes in shades that 
compliment your personal 
Kerrits collection. Colours: 

White, Black, Arctic(Blue)            

Reg $39.99 Sale $29.99 

Kerrits Utility Breech                                            
Full leg extended patch with Cross Grip technology 
offers secure leg contact from the top of the 
inner thigh to the ankle, with complete freedom 
of movement. Ice Fil side panels stretch for 
comfort fit and cooling sensation.                                     
Two flat pockets, o                                                               

ne with zip for security. 

Black and Shale 

Reg  $99.99 40%OFF 

Sale $59.99 

F L O W  R I S E                             
P E R F O R M A N C E  R I D I N G  

T I G H T                                       
Seams are critical for helping pants 

perform and keep their shape, but you 
never want them between you and your 
horse. That’s the premise that guided 

the construction of these super soft and 
supple tights; so comfy they feel like a 

second, more functional skin.  With Eco
-suede knee patches                                        

Colour : Hound's-tooth                                           

Reg $89.99    55% OFF                                 

Sale $49.99 

June 11 & 12, 2016                

Roseneath                        
Pro Rodeo        

August 27 & 28, 2016 

Bridle Path Tack Shop                                                    

25th Anniversary SALE                                     

April 15, 16, 2016 SAVE from 25% to 75% off   INSTORE 

May 13, 2016  

25% OFF 

Women's  Felt      Cowgirl 

Hat REG $89.99                                   

55%OFF                             

Anniversary SALE 

$39.99 

Sparkle and shine with these 

stunning sandals on your feet!                     

Fabric upper features rhinestone-encrusted 

straps. Thong-style construction.                                         

Reg$59.99                                                        

Anniversary Sale $14.97  

75%

OFF 

75%

OFF 

 

Sale starts  April 1, 2016 to July  30, 2016 

Bridle Path Tack Shop 



 Dublin® Everyday 
Shapely Euro Seat Knee-
Patch Breech is well suited 

to the needs of daily riding, 
from training to hacking to 

schooling shows.                    
Abrasion-resistant,                   

breathable, four-way stretch 
fabric is durable and                  

easy-care.                                                           

Reg $109.99 Sale $89.99  

Dublin                   
Performance              
Signature Euro 
Seat Breech             
Technical,                       
shape-retaining, strong,                
lightweight, breathable,   
abrasion-resistant,             
durable and soft woven 
polyamide/cotton/
elastane fabric with           
four-way stretch. Grippy 
and durable synthetic 
stretch knee patch and 
Euro-seat styling.                
Seamless polyester knit 
calf panel for comfort.   
Reg $179.99                

Sale $139.99 

Dublin Active Shapely 
Euro Seat Breech 
Strong, lightweight, 

breathable, durable and 
soft woven polyester/
viscose/Lycra active  
fabric with four-way 

stretch synthetic suede 
knee patches. 
Reg$139.99 
Sale$109.99 

Dublin Active Signature 

Euro Seat Breech Strong, 

lightweight, breathable, durable 

and soft woven polyester/viscose/

Lycra active fabric with four-way 

stretch synthetic suede knee 

patches. Modern Euro-seat  

styling. No-chafe seamless            

polyester knit calf panel offers a                       

comfortable fit under tall boots. 

Mid-rise with YKK front zipper,            

2-inch waistband and two angled 

front pockets. Shaped waistband 

for definition and no gaps. 

Reg$139.99 SALE $109.99 

Dublin Ladies Active 

Slender Euro Seat 

Breeches are made of 

highly breathable                       

comfortable durable and 

soft woven fabric. 

Reg$139.99 SALE $109.99 

Dublin Ladies Performance 
Shapely Euro Seat Breeches 
are top of the line show breeches 

for the hunter jumper or event rider 
with a shapely build. These 

breeches have a trendy Euro seat 
and are made of technical shape 
retaining fabric. Their no-chafe 

seamless calf panel means they 
are comfortable under boots all 

day long and the mid-rise waist is 
perfect - no too high or too low.                              

Reg $179.99                                   

Sale $139.99 

Dublin Everyday Signature               
Euro Breech Breathable, durable 
and easy-care woven cotton/Lycra 
fabric offers abrasion-resistance and 
comfortable four-way stretch for daily 
hacks and lessons. Modern Euro-seat 
styling. Stretch synthetic suede on 
the knee patches and no-chafe    
seamless polyester knit calf panel for 
comfort under tall boots. Mid-rise with 
YKK front zipper and 2-inch waist-
band. Shaped waistband for definition 
and no gaps. Features: 4-way stretch 
fabric                                                             

Reg $109.99     SALE $89.99 

Ariat Cloud Jacket , 
light and                
comfortable Jacket  

featherweight quilted 
shell, synthetic              
insulation keeps the 
chill out for cooler 
days, wind and    
water resistant,  
fashionable contrast 

material lateral            
pockets with zippers                         
Colours : Coral or Black                             

Price $136.99 

 WOMEN'S                         
GLADSTONE                       

WATERPROOF PARKA 

Waterproof and Breathable 
with flexibility for                     

movement.  Back zipper 
flaps for additional comfort 
while riding.  Hoods fits the 

helmet, of course.          
Seam-sealed for                

comprehensive windproof 
and waterproof                

construction.  Price 
$209.99 

Mountain 

Horse     

Sapphire 

Tech            

Jacket                                                         

Weatherproof 

protection that 

creates an                  

impenetrable 

barrier to all 

forms of          

precipitation, 

yet is             

breathable so 

internal moisture can escape. Our stretch                 

membrane fabric provides an anatomic                     

performance fit for less bulk and enhanced                 

freedom of movement while riding or working. 

Reg199.99                                                            

Anniversary Sale $99.99                              
Limited numbers Kingston Only 

Mountain Horse Venture 

Jacket Unisex 

Lightweight, breathable and 

waterproof jacket in a              

technical fabric with water-

proof zips. Stretch panels, 

shaped sleeves and an           

adjustable hood all addto the practicality and 

versatility of this coat. 100% polyester outer, stretch panels 

are 98% polyester and 2% spandex. Reg199.99                                                   

Anniversary Sale $99.99    Limited numbers Belleville only 

 

Struck 50 Series Ladies Show Breech           

features a unique nanoGripTech knee patch that 

uses technology inspired by the gripping ability of 

geckos. Millions of microfibers increase friction 

against the saddle, so that the tighter you grip, the 

stronger they hold. The knee patch releases when 

you do, allowing your leg to move when needed. 

As well, a nanosphere coating 

helps reduce staining, allowing your show breeches 

to look cleaner, longer, in the show 

ring. CA$299.99  

Struck Women’s 50 Series hEQ Breeches  All of 

the features of the STRUCK 50 Series show breech, 

but with an undecorated leg for a sleek silhouette in 

the Hunter and Equitation rings. Impress the judges 

without sacrificing the comfort and performance            

athletes demand. The locking slider ensures that the 

barn door stays closed. Streamlined design. Cut to 

fit you like a glove. Contoured knees. Stretch 

seams. Pressure points eliminated. Everything            

athletes need. CA$299.95 

The STRUCK 50 Series breech           

features a unique nanoGripTech knee 

patch that uses technology inspired by 

the gripping ability of geckos. Millions 

of microfibers increase friction against 

the saddle, so that the tighter you grip, 

the stronger they hold. The knee patch 

releases when you do, allowing your 

leg to move when needed. Cloud Grey/

Charcoal- with charcoal coloured 

spandex cuff, and tone on tone light 

grey logo. $269.99 

Arista’s 4Tek lightweight             

competition jacket features a 

flawless fit and unparalleled 

comfort. The flexible body has 

a hidden front sipper under four 

custom buttons and two            

pockets with flaps, which can 

be worn out or tucked in. The 

pocket facing, collar, cuff vents 

and back vents are faced with a 

modern reflective material and 

piping is strategically placed to 

give the 4Tek competition  

jacket winning, sporty look. 

This jacket is beautifully fin-

ished with the Arista signature 

pattern printed on the inside 

mesh ling. $299.99 

 

91621 Arista   
Nanosphere 
Technology       
fabric Breeches 
these Arista              
breeches offer both 
water and stain                 
resistance.             
breeches are                
light-weight without 
being see-through, 
and have a thick, 
contoured                  
waistband, for             
comfort in the  
saddle  
$314.00 

3 TIER  SADDLE 

STAND ON WHEELS 

Ideal for tack room, yard, 

competition and shop use.                                       

Carries 3 saddles on large 

wheels. Colour: Silver                                            

SRP: $99.00 Sale $79.99      

SALE PRICE $49.97 

50% OFF 

50% OFF 



D1-X ZERO model will occupy the top 

slot for the performance it provide. The 

saddle offer improved close contact thanks 

to greater proximity to the horse. At the 

same time there is greater comfort             

because the seat is even softer. The result 

obtained is an appreciable reduction in 

panel thickness. At the same time stability 

is ensured and the horse feels comfortable 

along its back. No change has been made 

to any of the other technical features. 

$4575.00US  $5100.00 CAN 

Prestige  ROMA 

JUMP is a saddle 

with a medium 

deep seat and a 

narrow twist. The 

flap projections are 

either standard or 

+2cm more           

forward. Comes 

with medium-sized 

blocks. The stuffed 

panels adapt well 

to differing horse conformations.                                                                

$2295.00 CAN                               

Prestige Saddles 

are ridden and recommended by the top riders in Dressage, Eventing, and Jumping around the world. Made in Italy and 

featuring luxurious double stratum Italian leather. 

These saddles are meticulously hand stitched and stuffed in Italy by 

top craftsmen. They feature 10 tree sizes and 7 flap lengths helping 

 

 Prestige Bellagio Close 

Contact Saddle is crafted with 

supreme quality and durability, and it 

offers exceptional comfort for both the 

rider and the horse. These                          

characteristics are proven each day by 

the great riders who have always chosen 

the precision and technology offered by 

Prestige products.   $2890.00 US  

$3699.99CAN 

Passion:  
The Prestige  

Passion D saddle is 

a jumping saddle 

made by Prestige in 

Italy who are well 

know for their 

innovative flexible 

tree saddles. The 

Passion saddle has in deformable latex panels which are designed 

to be close contact and the flaps have a beautiful stitching detail 

and a reinforced end. The Prestige Passion D saddle has a             

medium deep seat, medium blocks and a square cantle. The     

Prestige Passion D is covered in calfskin leather. 

Passion: $2955.00US $3799.99CAN 

Prestige X-Perience D             
The tree is entirely new with original             

geometries and is the result of a in-depth 

study of equine conformation combined with 

research into human anatomy. Naturally, it 

would not be complete without                               

X-TECHNOLOGY which employs 2               

membranes, now enlarged in the area of the 

rider’s ischia. By contrast, the front part 

includes a “relief” aperture filled with               

additional stuffing, meaning greater comfort 

for the horse  
 $ 4200.00 US $4995.00CAN 

Micklem MultiBridle $259.00                                                       

Micklem Competition Bridle   $259.00                                                                                                                                       

Also available test ride bridles at both locations. The 

Horseware Rambo Micklem Multibridle is an innovative 

piece of tack that can be used as a bridle, a lunge              

cavesson, a headcollar or a bitless bridle. The shape of the 

bridle sits comfortably with the shape of the horse head and 

jaw. 

Bates Hunter                         

Jumper Saddle                      

is entirely new and priced 

right! Moderate seat and 

narrow twist provide security 

over fences without                 

sacrificing any close contact 

feel. CAIR® panels add to 

your horse's comfort and               

performance. A beautiful 

saddle made from soft, high 

quality leather Reg$18800.00                          

SALE $1689.99 

CoolFit™ Hunter Pad #2801 Be cool in the ring. Made with a Coolmax® underside layer and 

unique air-flow vent system, ECOGOLD’s CoolFit™ Saddle Pad is engineered to quickly 

dissipate heat and moisture away from the horse’s body, help thermoregulation and decrease 

effort $195.00  CoolFit™ XC Saddle Pad #2000 3-2-1…Have a cool ride! Made with 

CoolMax®, the CoolFit™ Saddle Pad combines a flexible shock absorption system with the 

most advanced moisture management and heat dissipation technology. The system moves 

perspiration away from the body and evaporates it quickly, allowing the horse to feel cooler 

and more comfortable $195.00 

Marcel Toulouse Annice saddle 

features a close-contact feel and a 

traditional show ring-ready look. 

Featuring a slightly wider, medium-deep seat and 

a moderate twist helping hold the rider in the              

correct position. Genesis™ adjustable gullet            

system allows for a single saddle to custom fit 

multiple horses.                                                                         

Without Genesis REG$1989.99 SALE$1699.99   

With Genesis  Reg$2660.00 SALE $2389.99 

Marcel Toulouse Premia   

Saddle is made of soft, doubled 

leather with anatomic knee rolls 

and a narrow twist. This is a great looking close 

contact saddle that is perfect for jumping.                                                                

Without Genesis Reg$1985.00                        

SALE $1699.99                                                         

With Genesis Reg$2660.00.00                       

SALE $2389.99 

Marcel Toulouse Denisse Saddle offers rider comfort and a 

secure seat. A narrow twist and slightly wider seat combined 

with the extra grip of covered leather flaps provide a secure 

seat and instant rider comfort. Full-grain reinforcement on 

bottom of flap protects against wear. Anatomic knee pads 

hold the leg in position.                                                                              

Without Genesis .REG$2050.00 SALE $1779.99 

With Genesis .REG$2660.00 SALE $2389.99 

Marcel Toulouse Alyssa Dressage Saddle is a beautiful 

design with extra grip.  Supple doubled leather breaks in 

immediately.  Surface block provides excellent leg                    

support.  Moderately deep seat give the rider a secure ride 

and the wool STP panels provide maximum comfort for the 

horse.  Black only.  16.5-18.5 seat sizes in medium, wide and 

x-wide tree widths. 

Without Genesis Retail: $2226.00  SALE $1959.00                

With Genesis Retail: $2900.00 SALE: $2630.00  

The Prestige X Meredith, thanks to the new                        

X-Technology, slots into the top-of-the league position given 

the performance it offers. The saddle guarantees a higher 

degree of "close contact", the effect of greater proximity   

between horse and rider, as well as improved comfort on 

account of its softer seat. The X-Technology has elastic 

membranes, positioned to fall directly below the seat bones, 

making the seat  extremely soft. The panels are also a new 

design, made of   honeycomb structure combines with a soft, 

spongy fabric. These panels, with their anatomical shape, 

afford the utmost  freedom of movement to the muscles along 

the horse's back.  

$3595.00US  $4599.00 CAN 

 LÉTTIA Collection  Our design features include double diamond             

quilting and stress point            

reinforcement to insure dura-

bility. A classic pad.                  

(9 at each store)                                            

REG$39.99                   

40%OFF                     

Anniversary Sale 

$23.99 

LÉTTIA Collection CoolMax® ICE Pads This saddle pad is lined with                           

patented CoolMax  

technology to keep your 

equine athlete cool. Teal Blue 

(8 at each store)                                      

REG$54.99 55%OFF                         

Anniversary Sale 

$24.75 



Horsemen's Pride                                                    

2-Step Mounting Block                                

Reg $71.99     SALE $59.99  

 4' Training Whip 

w/ Popper  

This training aid can be 

used in two ways. With-

out the lash, it can work 

by extending your reach 

allowing you to               

encourage your horse 

from a safe distance. 

With the lash you can 

encourage your horse at 

an even greater distance 

during activities such as 

lunging. legs. REG 

$19.99  

SALE $19.99 

How Back on Track works Back on Track's joint and muscle support are all made of functional textiles with heat reflective properties. The textile is 

a synergy of ancient Chinese experience and modern scientific textile technology. During the manufacturing of polyester- or polyester fibers, the ceramic particles 
are fused into the fibers. When heated, the ceramic particles radiate a heat back towards the body. This reflected heat is long-wave heat radiation, which is also 
known as long wave infrared radiation.   Heat Radiation It is well established and documented that long wave infrared heat radiation increases the blood circula-
tion. The increased blood circulation in the tissues helps to relieve muscles tension and improves performance. One important property is the injury prevention 

effect, which you get when the protections are used for training and competition. 

Western Saddle Pad - $ 79.99 

Quick leg wraps - $89.99  

Back Brace - $ 59.99 

Exercise Boot - $ 89.99 

Knee Brace -                

$ 35.99  

Mesh Rug - $269.99    

English Saddle Pad - $ 79.99 

  Cashel fly masks The safe alternative to fly sprays. Patented three-hole cap            

eliminates forelock damage and the unique design keeps the mesh well away from the eye area, 

making the Crusader the most comfortable mask available. The plastic-coated mesh is durable 

and blocks 70% of damaging UV rays. Soft nylon micromesh ears to keep away biting gnats.   

 

With ears $38.99 Reg 42.99 

    with Long Nose $44.99,  Reg 52.99                                                          

  Standard $32.99 Reg 39.99 

Fiebing’s Fly mask                                   
Features & Benefits: 

• 2 STRAP HOOK & LOOP CLOSURE TO KEEP MASK SECURE 

• FAST DRYING • SMOOTH, BREATHABLE MESH CONSTRUCTION 

• PROTECTS EYES FROM DUST & DIRT • HELPS PREVENT UP TO 70% OF 

HARMFUL UV RAYS • DEFLECTS HEAT • FLEECE LINED AROUND EARS AND 

NOSE FOR ADDED COMFORT • SEWN IN EYE DARTS TO KEEP MESH FROM 

EYE AREA     SIZE CHART:SMALL (500-700 LB), MEDIUM (700-900 LB),                    

LARGE (900-1200 LB) EXTRA LARGE (1200-1500 LB)  Reg  $23.99                                                                                                                 

Anniversary SALE PRICE $9.97 

Back on Track Dog Rug $99.99 

Back on Track Ladies Boxer Shorts $41.00 

Back On Track Bell Boots $60.00 

Nylon Grazing 

Muzzle                        

Poly/nylon web 

halter/muzzle all 

in one                

combination for 

controlling over 

eating 

Limits intake 

through the small opening at the            

bottom of muzzle. Adjustable nylon 

halter with throat snap and ring for 

leading. Large Horse, Horse, Pony, Mini, Yearling 

Reg $49.99 Sale $36.99 

 32" x 32" Woven Acrylic Top Saddle 

Pad with Navajo Design and Kodel Fleece                 

Bottom.  This pad features acrylic fibers 

woven into a Navajo design with suede 

wear leathers and a soft Kodel fleece 

bottom.   (Blue/Black, Tan/Brown, Purple/Black, 

Pink/Black)  Reg$79.99 SALE $49.99 

30" x 30" Navajo 
built up cut back 
pad with Kodel 

fleece bottom and 
suede wear              
leathers. Blue, 
Green, Burgundy, 
Red, Grey, Reg 

$69.99  $49.99 

 32" x 32" Woven Acrylic Top Saddle 
Pad with Navajo Design and Kodel 
Fleece Bottom.  This pad features 
acrylic fibers woven into a Navajo    

design with suede wear leathers and a 

soft Kodel fleece bottom. $49.99 

32" x 32" Arcylic top saddle pad 

with Navajo design and 1" felt                   

bottom. 1" blended felt bottom 

with  Navajo design top with                            

wear leathers on wither and sides  

Reg$79.99 $49.99 

 

30" x 30" Diamond Design Acrylic                        

Top Saddle Pad                                                        

with Felt Bottom. This pad features an acrylic 

blend material top with suede wear leathers  and 

a 3/4" felt blend bottom.  $49.99 

Double T barrel 
saddle                     

with silver laced         
rawhide               

cantle, tooled            
roughout fenders and 

jockies. Saddle           
features fully floral 

tooled pommel, skirts, 
and cantle. Saddle 

has inskirt rigging and 
features engraved 
silver cross concho  

SALE $499.99 

LIMITED EDITION Metallic painted headstall and 

breast collar set. This set features hand painted 

floral tooling and crystal rhinestone inlays. Bronze 

colored conchos are adorned with crystal                 

rhinestones and breast collar features metallic 

shimmer fringe. Headstall comes with 5/8" x 7' 

leather split reins.  209.99 SALE$169.99 

Showman ® hand painted headstall 

and breast collar set with purple 

alligator print inlay. This set features 

medium leather with a studded purple 

alligator print inlay and a hand painted, 

floral tooled overlay accented with 

crystal rhinstone conchos. Browband 

features a stitched design  Reg 179.99 

SALE$109.99 

 Showman ® alligator  print overlay headstall 

and breast collar set with copper crossed 

guns conchos. This headstall features double 

stitched medium leather with yellow and 

brown alligator print overlay. Overlays are 

accented with copper flower studs and 

engraved copper color crossed guns con-

chos. Headstall comes with 5/8" x 7' leather 

split reins. Reg 179.99 SALE$109.99 

NORDIC STAR 1200D Rain Sheet is waterproof and breathable. 
The 1200 denier rip-stop outer shell protects your horse from the 
elements. The mesh lining allows air to circulate and keeps the 

coat smooth, so your horse stays comfortable during wet          
weather. This rain sheet is designed without a center seam to 

keep the integrity of the waterproofing. The oversized  shoulder 
gussets provide freedom of movement and a strip of fleece at the 

withers prevents rubbing. The sheet is fully adjustable with two 
buckle front closures, two crossing belly straps, and two       

removable leg straps. REG 129.99 SALE $99.99  

Soft cotton padded lunge line. 

It is made of strong material and is soft in 

your hands for exercising or training your 

horse. This lunge line is made from 26' 

long soft web lunging line with nickel-

plated trigger hook. Complete with a loop 

handle at the end of the lunge line. 

Reg$19.99    SALE $12.99                          
Navy Blue only 



Free 4oz Detangler and Shine a $13.99 Value                                                                   

With the purchase of a 16oz Super Bodyshine                                                                                              

&   16oz Greenspot Remover  For only $16.99                          
Available in May 2016 

36 adjustable horse stick with sound.             

Adjustable Plush Stick Horse Sound 
Effects. This stick horse features super 

soft polyester fibers with synthetic fiber 
made. Telescopic pole adjusts 13" to 30" 

Each horse sold separately. Reg $29.99              

25%OFF SALE $19.99 

10" PINK AND BLUE HORSE "LULLABY"             
MUSICAL  Only $19.99 

Horse Flapper Glitter Riding Crop 

Assorted Colours 

Regular $12.50                                         

over 50%OFF 

Sale $ 5.97 

The New Wave DreamFork is extremely durable, Durable copolymer plastic tines, 

Lightweight aircraft grade aluminum handle. Heavy duty I-Beam rail and tine construction. 

C-Clip secures tines to rails. Outer tines form a basket for maximum use.                                  

Receive complete fork- 1 Handle, 1 Rail Set, 1 Bag of Black Tines and                                                

1 Bag of Lime Tines. Made in the US 

SALE$54.99 

Gate wheel 
Fits gates with 1 5/8 - 2 o. D, 

round tube. Gate wheel. Zinc 

coated. Designed to make           

opening and closing a gate an 

easy task. Reg 29.99 

SALE $24.99 

Equine Hay Basket 
This hay basket is the perfect means for feeding square bales to horses in their natural 

feeding position while at the same time keeping the hay dry and off the ground. It features a 

smooth-sided poly basket for horse safety that is fully removable for easy cleaning and has 

large vent holes to lets moisture out and keep hay in. Heavy-duty 1-3/4” round tubing is horse 

safe with no sharp edges. This product features our durable, corrosion resistant powder coat 

finish in red. Reg $560.20  Sale Price $399.98 

3-Piece A-Frame Horse Hay Feeder 

Our 3-piece, open-top A-frame Horse Hay Feeder is 8’ in diameter with 1

-3/4” round tubing for extra strength. With loop legs that prevent sinking 

into the ground and the 17” metal hay-saver panel, this feeder stands 50” 

high.  

NOTES: All feeders come complete with bolts and nuts. Recommended 

for tough           

situations.  

REG 399.99 

SALE 

$399.99 
Round Bale          

Basket feeder 

1-1/4” square tube 

frame • 1-1/2” x 1/4” 

flat hoops spaced 7-

1/4” apart • Stacks 

nicely for transport • 

For round bales up to 

5’ x 5’ • Dimensions: 

Length 66”, Width 66”, 

Height 70” Reg $479.00  SALE $416.95 

Heavy duty Tombstone Feeder  
•Height: 52", Diameter: 83", Bottom Skirt Height: 27" • 12 Feeding            

Spaces • 11-1/2" Openings •  Constructed of 1-1/2 x 1-1/2 x .125 Wall 

Frame •               

1-1/4" Hoops • 

16 Gauge Sheet 

metal Bottom•    

3-Sectional • 

BNF $569.95 

Health E-Z Hay Feeder is a 

unique hay feeding solution! Con-

structed of flexible, recyclable 

plastic made to withstand extreme 

temperature flux and heavy horse 

abuse! 4” openings on all sides 

allow small amounts of hay to be 

pulled through with less waste and 

loss, saving you money on bedding 

and hay. Very easy to refill, lift, 

carry and hang inside or outside, 

wherever you feed horses. 9.25” x 

19.25” x 23.5”. REG $59.99 

Sale $44.99 

Round Bale Feeder 

• 3 Section 

• 1" x 1" x .100 Wall tube• 

7'6" Diameter 

• 48" High 

• 15 Feeding spaces 

• One man can easily 

tip up one side to put 

over bale  A-90  
324.99 

Feed Bin w/Stand  

•Transparent plastic makes 

checking product level easy. 

•Eliminates feed contamina-

tion and rodent infestation. 

•No more ripped bags to 

hassle with! •Conveniently 

store 270 lbs. of feed. 

•Weather resistant. •49” H x 

18” W x 30” Deep. •5 year 

warranty   Reg 445.99          

SALE $399.95                 

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER 
It Bottle Bonus Pack comes with 

FREE                                 
2 oz Healthy  HairCare Hair Moisturizer 

The It Bottle is THE Tag It,                                           
Make It, Shake It, Spray It, Take It 

Spray Bottle 
Everyone will LOVE this                   

Spray Bottle! 
Clear 32 oz. Tough Bottle. 

Multi Adjustable Heavy Duty            
Sprayer. 

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER $6.99 

Noble Outfitters® Ladies 
Printed Peddies™ Socks 
Pinched ankles from tall 
boots are a thing of the 
past with Noble Outfitters™ 

Over the Calf Peddies™. 
Padding in the Ankle 
Shield zone eliminates that 
uncomfortable rubbing, 
while padding in heel and 
toe cushions every step.                     
Moisture-wicking and 
smooth-fitting  In stock 
patterns may vary.                   

PRICE $16.99 

Women's Ariat Heritage Ellipse Boots                            

Snakeskin Print Cuff $459.99                     

Kingston Location  



Bridle Path Tack Shop www.bridlepathtack.com  Order Desk 1 888 825 1831 

Slant load 25G gal  
SL-25 fits conveniently in the  

corner of your walk-in-tack room 

utilizing the "dead space". It           

features a fill hole with a vent at 

the top of the tank for easy filling. 

Located at the bottom the tank is a 

shut off valve to hook your hose to 

for filling water buckets. The            

optional stand (SL-STD) will place 

the tank higher for easier access 

to the shut off valve and compart-

ment for out-of-the-way storage of 

your hose.25 gallon capacity. 

Change in description, vent to 

vent.14 3/4" on three sides x 56" H 

REG $205.95 

$175.06 

HALF-MOON LAY DOWN WATER CADDY 

HMLD-48 

Easily fits on either 

side of gooseneck. 

Translucent plastic 

allows you to see 

water level in tank. 

Includes shut off 

valve. 

 63 1/2" L x 18" W x 

12" H REG$210.15 

$178.63 

Water Tank & Saddle Rack Com-

bo DC-1 

Now you can haul 30 gallons of 

water discreetly under two saddles 

in your horse trailer’s tack room. 

This Water Tank/Saddle Rack is 

made from translucent, non-toxic 

material that allows easy viewing of 

the water level. Ideal for horses 

who love drinking their regular 

water from home. Makes watering 

on the road convenient. Measures approximately 42" long (30" at base) x 13" wide x 20" 

tall. High Country Plastics. This item ships directly from the manufacturer, please allow 

an additional 14 business days for delivery.  Reg $183.15  

SALE $149.99 

SLANT LOAD/

UPRIGHT  

WATER CADDY,  

39 GALLON  
SL-39 
The Sl-39 is a larger 

model of the SL-18 &             

SL-25 holding 39 gallons 

of water. It features a vent 

in the fill cap on the top of 

the caddy. It comes   

standard with two shut-off 

valves, on for hose and 

the other for filling your 

bucket and a strap/

hardware kit. capacity: 

39gal  Reg $232.50 

$197.63 
 

BENCH WATER CADDY, 25 GAL.      SKU: BC-25  

 

Caddy has fill-plug with 

vent for easy filling. Lid 

is strong enough for 

use as a step to get to 

your overhead storage 

in gooseneck trailers. 

Molded-in spray bottle 

or beverage holders on 

top. Storage area can 

be utilized for               

miscellaneous               

supplies, or to keep 

items cool by adding ice packs. Storage compartment: 20" L x 11 

1/2" W X 4" H. Recessed handles for caring. (10' hose sold            

separately.) Reg$218.70 SALE $185.90 

63 Gallon Pickup Bed Water Caddy TC-63 

An innovative way to haul fresh water in your pickup bed while still allowing for easy hook-up to a                

gooseneck trailer. Made to either fit ahead or behind the fender wells, with convenient access to water fill 

caps on both sides. Center of water tank tapers down in the middle for visibility. Features 4 built-in cup 

holders to hold drinks or spray bottles, and a center storage area with lid to store miscellaneous items. 

Weighs only 55 lbs. for easy loading and unloading. 3-year warranty. REG $407.10                                   

SALE $346.04 

48 Gallon Half Moon Water 

Upright Caddy HMUR-48 
New sleek design tanks work for 

three different applications. Con-

structed of an FDA-approved plastic. 

The upright water tank has a cap at 

the top for easy filling. Fits most flat 

walls of trailers and comes with a 

shut-off valve and two tie straps. 

Clear plastic allows you to see the 

water level easily. Tanks measure 63 

1/2" L x 18" W x 12" deep.  

3-year manufacturer’s guarantee REG$224.10 

$190.49 

Round Barrel Water Caddy  
allows you to take 35 Gallons of fresh water 

with you on your next road trip and can fit in 

several trailer locations or in the back of your 

pick-up. We manufacture it with FDA ap-

proved Polyethylene so the water is safe for 

you and your animals to drink. Translucent 

poly allows you to easily check water levels 

in the tank. Fill cap is located on the very top 

middle of the water tank. Molded in aluminum 

3/4" drain insert ensure the drain attachment 

spot will never break, sun rot or fail. One 3/4" 

shut off valves included. RB-35                   

Reg $198.30                                                

SALE $168.56    Special order 

BASE FOR UPRIGHT            

WATER CADDY 

11-1/2” high.                      

Additional  storage 

inside.  Reg$63.60 

SALE $54.06 

Chain Harrow Garden tractors or ATVs 

can pull this flexible chain harrow. Ideal for 

smoothing yards or garden soil and dragging 

driveways, riding tracks or arena footing. This 

harrow allows dozens of metal teeth to set up 

when pulled to grab the soil or grade surface. 

Harrows are 4’ x 4’ in size and can be assem-

bled in a variety of configurations harrow  

without bar $197.47                                    

with Drawbar $238.86 

Temporary Portable stalls                                                                                                                 
On a budget?   Our temporary portable horse stalls are a great setup for a 

safe and comfortable enclosure for your horses and can be used inside or 

outside. You need  one 12 ft. horse entrance panel and three 12 ft. The 

Horse corral panels to make a 12 x 12 stall.  Red only 

12’ Panels  $132.00 each 

8’-4’ panel with Door  

$242.00 Each 

 Rear Grader Blade  

Our Rear Grader Blade is ideal for the farmer with 

light-duty moving needs such as sand, snow or gravel. 

It features a pull-pin design with forward and reversi-

ble blade angle adjustment and a 3 gauge, 1/4”           

replaceable blade. Category I pins are included with 

purchase. This product features our durable, corrosion

-resistant powder coat gray.                                                        

6’ Rear Grader Blade  Reg; $531.75  SALE $ 460.00  

    7' Grader Blade Reg. $567.29   SALE $490.00 

Landscape Rakes 

Steel tines curve to make 

quick work of smoothing, 

raking or contouring soil 

surfaces. Gathering twigs, 

rocks and other debris is 

easy work when this 

tough performer is put to 

the task. Rake rotates a 

full 360° to be pulled or pushed. Use these models with or without 

wheels using the optional Landscape Rake Wheel Kit. Without 

wheels, the rake rests at grade level. With wheels, several points 

of adjustment allow varying heights above grade. Category I pins 

are included with purchase. Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models, in 

durable, corrosion-resistant powder coat gray. 

5' Landscape Rake $688.90  $   596.00  

6' Landscape Rake $696.62  $   599.00 

7' Landscape Rake $753.57  $   649.00  
Landscape Rake Wheel Kit $287.99  $   239.00 

Box Blade This rugged steel 

rear-mount is perfect for gravel, 

top soil, mulch or manure. Boxed 

ends help retain product being 

worked. Features replaceable 

blades and adjustable ripper 

shanks. Doubled-sided blade 

allows for grading in both directions. Category I pins are included with 

purchase. This product features our durable, corrosion-resistant powder 

coat gray. (Please allow 3 weeks delivery)                                                                           

5' Box Blade $993.99                         6' Box Blade $1149.99 

ROTARY CUTTER SQUARE BACK 3-Point rear attach cutter is ideal for 

cutting grass, stalks, and light brush.                                                                 

Available in 5′ REG$1792.69 $1290.00, Units work efficiently from                

25-45 HP on 540 RPM tractors (depending on cutter size)45 HP               

heavy-duty cast iron 540 RPM gearbox, 14-gauge deck and 11-gauge 

sides, Series 4 shielded PTO shaft with shear pin, Balanced stump  

jumper/blade pan with heavy-duty, 3 inch heat-treated forged blades, 

Adjustable, laminated, puncture-resistant rear wheel, Assembles in 

minutes, Category 1 quick-hitch hookup (Cat. I pins included), Features 

our durable, corrosion-resistant powder coat finish 

Slow Feed Small Mesh Hay Bag              
Small mesh hay net. Large 40" size holds plenty of hay to 

keep your horse busy at the show, campground, or trailer. 

Made of the strongest Challenger poly hay cord for the 

longest wear. Knotted style has 2" square holes to make 

your horse eat slower and make less mess Comes in 

Black, Blue, Purple, Pink, Green, Light Blue, Red.                 

$12.99 



Legacy Stalls  
When it comes to you and your horse, safety, quality and comfort comes first. Legacy stalls are 

designed to meet and exceed the standards our customers expect.  

Legacy Stalls have been created in conjunction with not only our designers but also through our 

own experience to develop the best available stalls on the market. We can also custom make 

sizes of stall and colours. Come see for yourself.  

 Acid washed and powder coated,  Variety of colours available, Square 

shaped bars,  14 Gauge Steele,  4’ Sliding stall door on  aluminum rollers with 

bearings Very quiet, rolls easy and does not rust.  Drop down grill is recessed into 

rolling door with a spring loaded latch.   All Legacy Stalls are available left or right 

Front  Measurements    

10 ft  116 1/2” L x 2” W x 85” H        12 ft  140 1/2” L x 2” W x 85” H 

Dividers  Measurements   

10 ft  116 1/2” L x 2” W x 85” H         12 ft  140 1/2” L x 2” W x 85” H 

10' Front with door   $    549.95  
extra drop down door   $      76.50 
extra Feed door   $      61.25 
12' Front with door   $    649.95  

extra drop down door   $      76.50 

extra Feed door   $      61.25 
10' divider with rails   $    336.95  

12' divider with rails   $    382.95     

10' divider with no rails   $    280.50  

12' divider with no rails   $    333.95  

 2 way pins   $      22.95 

 3 way pins   $      29.95  
 wall mount pins   $      29.95 

Installations Available  

Custom sizing available 

STALL MATS               

4’ x  6’  x 3/4”  

Benefits •Maintenance free – 

eliminates holes •Reduces work 

time with less bedding •Easy to 

clean and allows for steriliza-

tion •Resilient – cushions animal’s 

feet and legs •Provides traction 

and reduces stress inju-

ries •Insulates resting animal 

against cold and wet environ-

ment •Reduces airborne dust            

  Starting at 38.99                                  

10 or more $37.99 Premier Equine Round Pen 6' tall Round Pen feature straight end posts and chain 

latch hookups. Lightweight but sturdy, these panels are great for transporting as well as sta-

tionary placement. Our cup assembly makes a tighter and more secure fit. With horse and 

rider safety as our primary design goal, the exterior single - side pipe bracing provides a con-

tinuous and smooth interior surface. The 5' tall panels are available in 10', 12' and 16' lengths. 

The 6' tall panels are available in 12' lengths only. Walk -thru arch gate features a chain latch 

hookup to your corral, a high-mount latch for easy opening, and a 9' arch with a 6' wide opening .            

*60’ Reg:$3267.00  SALE $2827.99             *50’ Reg 2867.85 SALE $2481.80              

*40’ Reg 2268.11 SALE $1962.79             *30’ Reg $1868.28 SALE $1616.78   

Red E-Coat finish  

60” high 12’L with vertical Z-

braces, these panels are built from 1-3/4” 

round high-tensile strength steel tubing with 

superior continuous-welded saddle joints.  

Reg $2117.62   

SALE $1699.99 

Better Round Pen 5' tall Panels with a 6x9' Walk-Thrus Arch Gate Available in 5' tall 

Panels feature straight end posts and chain latch hookups. Lightweight but sturdy, these panels are great for 

transporting as well as stationary placement. Our cup assembly makes a tighter and more secure fit. With 

horse and rider safety as our primary design goal, the exterior single-side pipe bracing provides a continuous and smooth 

interior surface. The 5' tall panels are available 12' lengths. come with a 6 x 9 walk-thrus arch gate,                                   

60’ SALE $2399.99 Reg$2594.—50’ SALE $2109.57 Reg$2280                                                          

40’ SALE 1674.99 Reg$1810.74  — 30’ SALE $1385.91 Reg$1497 

Galvanized 

Round pen 
Reg $2351.70 

SALE $1899.00 

Hobby Pen 60'  

60'  $  1699.99  

50'  $  1482.99  

40'  $  1199.99  

30'  $     998.99 

60'  $  1,899.99  

50'  $  1,699.99  

40'  $  1,349.99  

30'  $  1,099.99  

ULTRA LITE Round Pen  
-5’ high panels Corral Panel is 10' in length and 62" high with vertical “Z” Braces. The unique drop-pin hookup makes 

setup quick and easy. It features loop legs to prevent sinking.-Walk-Thru is 4' wide 9’and features a  double-brace 

bow design. The gate has a chain and latch with a bow that connects to the corral-pin hookup system.-                                    

For  light confinement use.                                                                                                                                                            

30’ Reg1186.63 * 10 panels and one walk through gate SALE $919.87  

40’ Reg$1505.52 * 13 panels and one walk through gate SALE $1167.07 

50’ Reg$1718.12 * 15 panels and one walk through gate SALE $1331.87 

60’ Reg$1646.06 * 18 panels and one walk through gate SALE $1579.07    Extra panels$106.30 
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This heavy-duty 50” high gate features exterior side bracing and  

2x4 6 gauge wire. E-Coated coated wire keeps horses and small livestock safely inside 

allowing no catch points. Frame and braces are made from 1-3/4” tube that has been 

protected from the elements by   E-Coat.      

 Comes complete with hinges, hinge pins and 22” snap chain.  Steel Blue only 

4 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 04 $102.65 

6 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 06' $131.80 

8 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 08' $146.80 

10 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 10' $159.13 

12 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 12' $174.20 

14 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 14' $198.68 

16 WIRE FILLED GATE BLUE 16' $213.93 

Note: All gates are 3” shorter than 

listed length to allow for gate 

hardware and proper clearance. 

Recommended for light confine-

ment only. 18' and 20' gates have 3 

hinges and 3 hinge pins. 

Galvanized Tube Gate 

This gate is perfect for placement at construction sites, for crowd control, or 

for fencing pastures, orchards, and gardens. 50" high with vertical “Z”  

Braces, this gate is made from 1-3/4" round high-tensile strength galvanized 

tubing with superior Continuous welded saddle joints.                                     

Gates come with hinges, hinge pins and 22" snap chain. 

The perfect gate between pastures and entries, our 1-3/4” rounded high-tensile strength 

tubing with superior continuous welded saddle joints has the quality that has made 

American Farmland the leader in farm gate products. 50” high with vertical 

Z-braces, this gate 

features a powder 

coat finish to 

ensure longer life 

in the field. All 

gates are available 

in lengths from 4’ 

to 20’. Come 

complete with 

hinges,  hinge 

pins and 22” 

snap  

4 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 04'         $68.42 

6 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 06'        $87.13 

8 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 08'        $95.71 

10 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 10'     $104.68 

12 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 12'     $120.72 

14 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 14'     $136.77 

16 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 16'     $152.83 

18 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 18'     $168.93 

20 ECON GATE 6 BAR RD RD 20'     $185.00 

SALE  

$59.99 

$74.99 

$84.99 

$94.99 

$104.99 

$124.99 

$139.99 

$154.99 

$169.99 

SALE 

$94.99 

$114.99 

$129.99 

$144.99 

$159.99 

$189.99 

$199.99 

6GG4 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 04' $77.00 

6GG6 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 06' $91.12 

6GG8 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 08' $108.41 

6GG10 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 10' $122.76 

6GG12 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 12' $130.46 

6GG14 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 14' $13.42 

6GG16 ECON GATE 6 BAR GALV 16' $154.52 

SALE 

$66.99 

$84.99 

$98.99 

$113.99 

$123.99 

$148.99 

$158.99 
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Bridle Path  

Belleville  
Take exit 544 for Hwy 37 North , Drive 4Km  

Right (East)  hand side Look for the big blue roof 

1344 Highway #37 Corbyville , ON 613.477.1515 

KINGSTON  
From the 401. Take Regional Road 9/

Sydenham Road exit south, left to Princess ST.  

1356 Princess St, Kingston Ontario K7M 3E2 

613.548.8218 

Although great care is taken in the production of this flyer,  

typographical, illustrative, valid date or pricing errors may occur. We reserve 

the right to correct any errors. We also reserve the right to limit quantities, 

while quantities last. NOT ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL 

STORES 

Pole Bending Bases  

Black Pole Bending Bases                  

(set of 6 Bases).                                                                                                        

(the poles are sold separately)  

Reg $269.99  

SALE $235.99 

Spray boom mounts to wall 

and allows hose to pass over 

horse while bathing. Keeps 

hose up off the ground and 

out from under the horse’s 

feet. Hose not included. Fits 

standard size garden hose.  

Reg $99.99 SALE $59.99 

WAHL 1st quality ~Refurbished~ clipper 
with factory warranty. Quiet electromagnetic 
motor with precision ground steel blades. 
Comes with blade guard, blade oil and 

cleaning brush. SALE $39.99 

Saddle Rack Cart Pneumatic 

Tires For All-Terrain Use!  

This 2-tier saddle rack moves on 10" pneu-

matic tires. Hand-Truck design allows you to 

adjust the height of the unit for ease of use. 

Includes removable saddle racks, metal 

basket, and 5-hook bridle bar for the back of 

the unit. Remove the saddle racks and 

basket and you have a handy hay bale 

hauler. Free nylon organizer is completely 

washable and features 5-7" deep pockets to 

keep handy brushes, bottles, fly sprays, 

bandages, etc             Reg $249.99 

Sale $199.95  

Headstall and breast collar                              
with filigree print overlay and crystal 

rhinestone conchos. This headstall and 

breast collar set feature double stitched 

medium leather accented with filigree 

print overlays on browband, cheeks and 

breast collar that are accented with 

copper flower studs. Copper engraved 

conchos on bit loops and breast collar 

are adorned with crystal rhinestones. 

Headstall comes with 5/8" x 7' leather 

split reins.  Reg 179.99 SALE $149.99 

Large saddle bag 

with lots of pickets to 

carry all your day trip 

needs  Reg$98.00  

Sale $49.99 

SleekEZ 10" Horse              

Grooming Unique Blade 

Shed Tool Shed loose hair and 

embedded dirt and   dander from 

the coat year round without irritating 

the horse.  REG$25.99                     

SALE $22.99 


